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Vaporisation of condensed substances heated by laser or electron beams is widely used for various practical pur-
poses. Theoretical description of these processes is complicated, in particular, due to non-equilibrium nature of in-
tense evaporation which manifests itself in metastable states of condense and vapour phases as well as in Knudsen
layer (KL) jump adjacent to evaporating surface. In the framework of fluid dynamics KL is considered as disconti-
nuity where appropriate boundary conditions should be formulated to describe phase transition kinetics which de-
pends on gas flow dynamics.

For sonic and supersonic vapour flow with Mach number M� 1 gas-dynamic effects are irrelevant to the con-
densed phase behaviour. A linear response of such vaporisation process to small modulation of the radiation intensity
was considered in Ref. 1 in the framework of one-dimensional heat conduction approach and it was shown that the
surface pressure and temperature response has a resonant behaviour with respect to the modulation frequency. Reso-
nances in laser penetration were observed later in different experiments24. Many effects can contribute to such be-
haviour: plasma screening melt expulsion, and others. In this paper it is shown that one-dimensional gas-dynamic
effects at M<1 also enhance resonant-like response of the vaporisation process described earlier in Ref 1 for the case
M=1.

Boundary conditions at the vaporisation front can be obtained from conservation laws for mass g ,momentum g2
and energy g3 fluxes if nonequilibriu.m distribution function fne 15 kflO\V11 at the inner side of KL. In phenomenologi-
cal approaches fne S approximated by various model expressions57. Many papers (see e.g. Ref 5-i 1 and references
therein) are devoted to theoretical and experimental investigations of KL.

In Ref 5 me has a form of shifted Maxwellian f(n*, u, T, T,) with mean concentration n, mean velocity u*
along z axis and two different temperatures T and for motion in z direction and xy plane. These four parameters
are subjected to three conditions: mass g1 , momentum g2 and energy g3(+) fluxes evaluated with the help of fne in
positive v�O velocity half-space should be the same as obtained with the help of equilibrium (saturated) haff-
Maxwellian fofo(n,T), v2�O, where n is saturated vapour concentration at the surface with temperature T.

Another approach is used in Ref 6 where positive fne p2fft (v�O) of fne 15 equal to f(n,J), while fne for
particles moving to surface z=O is proportional to equilibrium shifted Maxwellian f(n,u,T) at the outer side of KL,
fnef3f (n, u, T), v�O. Parameter f3(M) changes from 1 to 6.28 as M grows from 0 to 1. In this model g1, g2, andg3
have extrema at M0.88, 1. 18, and 1.22 respectively. while in Ref 5 all g, have extrema at the same point M=1.

This difference between Ref 5 and Ref 6 was pointed out in Ref 7 where it was shown that a simple model with
fnef0(11s,Ts) and fne07f0(fls, a2T,), v�O also gives extrema for all g(M) at M= 1 . The models with g, ex'trema
at M= 1 seem to be more preferable than model6.

Vaporisation boundary conditions determine g(T,,M) as functions of T, and M. At phase equilibrium M=g1=g3=O
and g2 is saturated vapour pressure p(T). In the case of time-dependent surface temperature T,=T0+6T,e'°t, öT<To,
Mach number M(t)=M+6Me't is also modulated by the term SM which can be found from linearized gas-dynamic
equations for one-dimensional ideal adiabatic flow12 above the evaporating surface z=O:
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(iw + u—)(p---uöp) = 0.

For perturbations of gas pressure op. velocity öu, and density op this procedure gives:

— A e_1k1z + Ae1k2z _ (A1e_1k1z Ae_1k2z),
p U yM

(2)P + A3e_1k3z k12 k3
p pu u±uc U

where z>O is the distance from the surface (or the outer side of KL) and modulation W of the vaporisation front
velocity V is neglected.

For subsonic flow M<1 one should put A20 because there are no perturbations going to z=O surface from infin-
ity. Using linearized form of the vaporisation boundary conditions for p(T,M) and u(T,M)=Mu. .Uc2=yp/, one
obtains:

(, yMöT ( yM—)öMA =1 p + I+I p +yM+TI \S 2)2T 2 )2M
A3 Y ) Y )M

(3)

:M=cis —yM/2
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S
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If g1(T, M) have extrema at M= 1 as it is the case for the models5'7 then A1 and A3 become independent of

at this point where = -5/4 and = -1/2. From (3) it is also seen that the gas-dynamic perturbations enhance va-
porisation process because a>O.

Consider now time-dependent vaporisation process induced by surface heating with modulated intensity
I(t)I+SIe1t, 31<1 Temperature distribution in evaporated condensed matter is determined by one-dimensional
Stefan-like problem

8T 8T 82T 8T
—+V—-=----3-, cpox— +p0LV=I, T(t,—oo)=T, (4)öt öz 0z 8z0

where thermal diffusivity , specific heat c, and density Po are supposed to be constant while latent heat L(TS,M) as
well as vaporisation front velocity V=g1/p0 depend on T, and M. At M=1 front velocity V(TS)=VBexp[A(l-TBTFS)1,
where TB is normal boiling temperature, A—3L/cT-1O and VB-(O,8p/pou).(y/23r)2-.1cmJs for metals,e.g. for Pb.

Despite this extra dependence of L and V on M the problem (4) after linearization can be reduced to that consid-
ered in Ref 1 because öM=aMöT/ T, 13 Taking into account this relation one obtains for ST the same expression
asin Ref 1:

öT ( b 2 4io=1+(n—1)ia—-------i, n =1+
2g i+n) V

(5)
b= 2aT = p0cAT, g = [(L + cAT)p0V], AT =T — TV g
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where prime in expressions for b and g now means total differentiation with respect to T:

VI (T M) + 1 Y (6)S

öT TSöM
At given value of T this modification changes coefficients a<b< 1 and increases maximum value 4m of the response
function modules 4 ((Om) which can be expressed approximately by the formula

Im E[1—b(—r)2]', r2 =alb. (7)

The increase of 4m 15 more pronounced at M<<1 and it is connected with the fact that the total derivative V is
greater than the partial derivative with respect to T This difference tends to zero as M approaches unity if g have
extrema at this point while at M<< 1 value of -1 is approximately as twice as much as at M= 1.

Maximum m 1fld resonance frequency Wm as functions of M are shown on Figs. 1 and 2 respectively for above
mentioned boundary conditions' with the specific-heat ratio —5/3 and for the same material constants as in Ref 1.

It is worthwhile to mention in conclusions that such an enhancement of the vaponsation response due to gas-
dynamic reaction is in contrast to the Le Chatellier principle for equilibrium systems: the surface temperature modu-
lation gives rise to the Mach number change M which increases the effect of on vaporisation process. Such
a behaviour is pertinent to unstable systems or processes. In fact, at M<1 vapour flow becomes unstable for the same
reason which makes unstable planar flame front in slow combustion regime (Darreius-Landau instability). The sta-
bility problem of the vaponsation front at M<1 will be considered below.

In the considered problem liquid phase behaviour is described by the heat conduction and Euler equation with
constant density p, thermal diffusivity , and specific heat c and vaporisation boundary conditions. In the case of

stationary plane evaporating front its temperature is determined from Eq. (4) T1 = AT[exp(k0z) —1] + T3 , where

AT = T —T is the difference between the surface temperature T and T = T(z = —cx), k0 = V Ix
if the surface parameters perturbations are proportional to exp(cot-ikx). Thin linearized boundary conditions can

be written as

ovz =o+ög1/p1,
op1 = ög2 — 2v3g1 + k2E, = o (8)

(ooT, ö2T 0

where non-equilibrium latent heat

(the last term will be neglected later on) and is the surface displacement with respect to the unperturbed front z=O,
so that T=T1(O)+ 6T1 /6z. From (8) it follows

ovz = öve, öv = iöve', op1 = _f(O) + kv)öve',
(9)

öT1 = k0ATöv (e ek0)z)+ (öT —k
co—ky

S 0

where q is determined from the equation q2-qk0-k2-co/O with Re q>O.

Eqs.(8),(9) are not closed because g1, 5g2 afld öLne depend on Mach number perturbation 6M which can be
found from closed set of equations for liquid and vapor phases. Vapor flow is described by gasdynamic equations
for an ideal gas with -y=c0/c=pu2 =5/3 where u is the sound velocity. In the unperturbed vapor flow mass density p.
pressure p, velocity component u=u=g/p and Mach number Mu/us are constant.

For linearized boundary conditions and gas flow perturbations one has



E5p = ö(g2
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p = op =: A3e3z, (10)

i=1,2 Cg

ouz = A k___ejZ +A4e3z, z � 0
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—k z -k z
(11)

oux = e +iA4e ,
i=1,2 p(CL) — ku)

where k3 and k1, i=1,2 are given by the relations

k3 _ w/ç, (u —u2)k +2kwu—o2 —k2u — 0 (12)

In Eq. (1 1) A2=0 for the same reason as in Eq. (2) A2=0. From Eqs. (8-12) it follows a homogeneous set of equations
for 6v, , M:

öv—o)E =ög1/p1,

övp1 (v + (0 1 k) + ok2E, = —ög7 + 2vög1

ö(g1L)+ 1koATöv (q _k— k0) + qöT + k0AT(k0 —
q)

= 0 (13)
(1) — kv

oux = + öu) iö(g7 — g1u) F = —joy + ik(u — v),ku Pu
where

ölng1 =(3—0.5)o1nT+'o1nM, '=1+'—0.5T',
ölng., = PsT +2ö1n M, ölflLne Lo1nT +Löln M,

= 2M2
+ (14)

ö1nu=0.5ö1nT+(1+0.5')ö1nM F= k1w—ku
k(co—k1u)

and the notations Hg', H' mean respectively H' 81nH/öinT, H'= öinH/öinM for any function
H(T,M).

The set (13) has a nontrivial solution if its determinant is zero. This condition gives rise to a characteristic equa-
tion which determines the dispersion function o(k). At AT0 and V<<u the function co(k) is determined by the rela-
tion

f(o, k) +
ölnM [(s'05) + kv) + +

r (iS)ölnMIk —
—g2g2+1u(co+kv)=o,

LP' ]
where

f(w,k)=w2 +ekv+ok3/p1,
ö1nT = g1(L'+) (16)
ö in M qTcp1 + g1 (Lne — L(T) + (p '—0.5)Lne)'
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and 1nMI is given by the relation

w2 1flM1flTr PS, —, 1 (01
—+(0—kU+
ku olnML g 2 2k]

(17)
ölnM[ ' (0( T' _1

E

At small Mach number M<<1 from (15), (16) it follows (02+ 2wkV +k3 /p1 — k2uV 0 . This formula coin—

cides with Darreirs-Landau equation. Taking into account the extremal properties of gj at M= 1 one obtains from
(15),(16) the relation f(o,k)014.

Gasdynamic effect on liquid surface behaviour in eqs (15),(16) becomes negligible at M=1 also in the case
i.e. the problem (8),(9) becomes closed because g(M1)0. It should be noted that at M1. This result was
not obtained in Ref. 15 because of inadequate treatment of boundary conditions. A detailed analysis of the obtained
dispersion equation will be presented elsewhere.
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Fig. 1: Dependence of on M at TS/TB=1 (plot 1) and 2 (plot 2).
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Fig.2: Dependence of normalized resonance frequency w(M)/ o(1) on M at TS=TB (plot 1) and I=const (plot 2) with
TS=TB at M=1
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